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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to compare the Academic Learning
Time-PhysicaI Education (ALT-PE) of .high- and low-skilled
male and female collegiate lacrosse players. Forty varsity
Iacrosse players, 20 males and 20 females, at the Same CoIIege
in the central New York area Served aS subjects. Each coach
was asked to rank his/her players from high'to Iow according
to their ability. The top 10 ranked and bottom I0 ranked
players on each team were selected for inclusion in this
study. Each coach wore a wireless microphone and was video-
taped along with his/her team I0 times during the I98I season'
The videotape of each practice was coded using the revised
Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) instrument
of siedentop, Tousignant, and Parker (1982). During the
coding of each tape, three target players were selected to
represent each group of subjects:' high-skitled males, Iow-
skilled maIes, nigh-dkiIIed females, and low-skilled female
Iacrosse players. The target playerS were observed for an
entire practice Session on an alternating interval basis.
Data obtained from these codings were compiled into
percentages for all 2L ALT-PE categories. Visual analysis of
the data'revealed that there were few differences in the
context levels of the players. However, significant differences
were found in the learner involvement Ieve1s of the players,
particularly the motor appropriate engaged time (ALT-PE).
High-skilIed males and females were motor engaged more,
accrued more ALT-PE, were engaged inappropriately less often,
and had to'wait Iess than their low-skilled teammates. High.:
and low-skilled male players spent more time in game PIay,
were motor engaged more, and a'ccrued more ALT-PE than their
high- and low-skilled female counterparts. The results led
to the rejection of aLI four major hypotheses which stated
that: there would be no significant difference between the
ALT-PE of high-skiIled male and low-skiIled male lacrosse
players; there would be no significant difference between the
ALT-pE of high-skiIled female and low-skiIled female lacrosse
players; there would be no significant difference between the
ALT-PE of high-skiIled ma,Ie and high-skilled female lacrosse
players; and, there would be no significant difference between
the .ALT:PE of low-skilled male and low-ski1led female Iacrosse
players.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to facilitate student achievement educators must
not fail to recognize the fact that teachers often treat
individuals differently based on their expectations of those
individuals. A large body of educational research supports
the contention that teachers are not, aS a group, consistent
in their interactions with students of various abilities
(Brophy & Good, L9741.
In the redlm of physical .education, a number of studies
have'examined the expectations of teachers and coaches and the
effects of expectations on students' behaviors. One meahs to
examine the effects of differing expectations has been through
the use of descriptive-analytic technJ-ques. One widely used
system has been cheffers' Adaptation' of the Flanders'
Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS) (Cheffers, Lgl2l. CAFIAS,
an" interaction. analysiS syStem, described teachers' and
students' behaviors and their interaction patterns. A modifi-
cation of CAFIAS, the Dyadic Adaptation of' the cheffers'
Adaptation of Elanders' Interaction Analysis System (DAC)
(Martinek & Mancini, L97g) has been used to identify teachers'
interactions with specific students. DAC has been used by
Streeter ( 1980 ) and Reisenweaver ( 1980 ) to examine the
behaviors exhibited by teachers as they related to high-skiIled
and low-skiIled students in physical education classes. These
2two studies were of virtually the same design except Streeter
examined male teachers while Reisenweaver observed female
instructors. Results indicated that'high-skilled students
received more praise, were asked more gueStiOns, were given mbre
information, and initiated more interpretive behaviors than
did the low-skiIled students. The low-skiIled students also
received more criticism and gave more predictable responses.
DAC has also been used to identify coaches' interdctions
with specific athletes. Hoffman (I98I) and Boyes (I98f)
examined l-acrosse and football teams on the college' level,
respectively. Hoffman (I98I) found significant differences
in the interaction patterns of male and female lacrosse coaches
with their high- and low-skilled athletes. Boyes'(I98I) found
minimal differences in coaches' behaviors as they related to
their starting and non-starting football players.
Another systematic observation instrument being used in
physical education and athletics with increasing frequency has
been the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE)
observation instrument (Sie?entop, BirdwelI, & Metzler, L979;
Siedentop, Tousignant, & Parker, 1982\- ALT-PE, unlike
interaction analysis, focused on student behaviors rather
than teacher behaviors. ALT-PE has been shown to be a
reliable indicator of teaclrer effectiveness and student
Iearning (Siedentop et aI., L979l,. To date, few studies have
been completed using the ALT-PE instrument to examine coaches'
and athletes' behaviors- Rate (I98I) observed the ALT-PE of
athletes in five different sports during practice sessions.
3Rate ( I98I ) found that there were differences among the
sports and that the ALT-PE of athletes was significantly
higher than the ALT-PE of physical-education students in the
same schools. Galli (L982 ) examined the ALT-PE of high- and
Iow-skil.led basketball players. GalIi found that low-
skilled players tended to spend much time waiting and Iittle
time actively engaged in motor and cognitive situations when
compared to high-skiIIed players-
physical education literature reveals few studies where
the effects of coaches' expectations on their athletes have
been examined by the utilization of the ALT-PE instrument.
This is the intent of the present investigation.
Scope of Problem
The ALT-PE of high- and low-skiIIed male and female
collegiate varsity Iacrosse players were investigated. Forty
varsity lacrosse players, 20 male and 20-{female, at the same
college-in the central New York area served as subjects. Ten
sessions'during the I98'1 season were videotaped. FoIIowing
the season, the coaches ranked their players from high to low
according to overall playing"ability. For this'study the lop
I0 ranked players and the bottom I0 ranked players on each
team were selected. During each practice session, three
target players were selected to represent each group: high-
skilled male players, Iow-skilled male players, high-skilled
female players, and low-skiIIed female players. The target
players were observed for an entire 
.practice Session on an
alternating interval basis using the revised ALT-PE
4observational system (Siedentop et aI., L982).'
Statement of Problem
Thepurposeofthisstudywastoinvestigatethe
differences, if dDY, in the amount'of ALT-PE experienced by
high- and low-skilled male and female intercollegiate varsity
lacrosse players'.
I,lai or HYpotheses
The following rn?jor hypotheses were tested in this
investigation:
I. There will be no significant difference between the
ALT-PE of high-skilIed male and low-skiIled male collegiate
Iacrosse players."
2. There wiII be no.significant difference between the
ALT-PE of, high-skilled female and low-skilled female collegiate
lacrosse players.
There wiII be no significant difference between the
ALT-pE of high-skilled male and high-skilIed female collegiate
Iacrosse. plaYers.
4. There-wiII be no significant difference between the
ALT-pE of low-skiIled male and low-skiIled female collegiate
Iacrosse players.
AssumPtions of Studv
Thefollowingassumptionsweremadeforthepurposeof
the study:
I. The coding of Io pr.actice sessions ,of each team
would be sufficient to yield valid data on the athletes'
behaviors.
2.  The
each sess■on
3。  The
accurate v■ew
3. Coach i"s the
primarily responsible
lacrosse team at the
investigation.
target players that were chosen as subjects in
trere representative of their-ability group-
r vised ALT-PE instrument provided a valid and
of the athletes' involvement in the team settin$.
Definition of Terms
The following"terms were operationally defined for the
purpose of this studY:
l. Academic Learninq Time (ALT) is the amount of time a
student spend3 engaged in a relevant Iearning task with a high
jl
suicess rate (Marliave, Fisher, & Dishaw, L972).
2. Academic Learninq. Time-Phvsica'I Education (ALT-PE )
is the amount of time students spend in class activity engaged
in relevant overt motor responding at a high success rate
( IvletzIer, IgBl ) .
individual who directed and was
for the men's or the women's varsitY
central New York college in this
4.  Low―skilldd Athlete iS a playerwhose ski l ability′
him or her ■n theas determined by his or her coach, placed
bottom 338 of the team. -
5.  High―skilled Athlete is a player whose
as determ■ned by his Or her coaCh′ placed him or
top 33亀 of the team.
skill ability′
er in the
Delimitations' of Studv
The following were the delimitations of this study:
1. Two collegiate varsity Iacrosse coaches, one male
5and one female, from the central New York area were used for
this study.
2. Forty collegiate lacrosse players, 10 high-skilled
males, l0 1ow-skilIed males, I0 high-skilled females, .and I0
Iow-skilled females, from the central New York arda were used
in this study
3. Each grouP of
practice sessions.
4. ALT-PE was the only inStrument used to record the
group context level and the learner involvement lbvel during
the practi-ce sessions.
Limitations of'StudY
The following were the limitations of this study:
I. The findings related to the context and learner
involvement leve1s may be valid for comparison only when the
ALT-PE instrument iS used to identify involvement.
2. Because only one college was used, the findings may
only be valid for the lacrosse players and their coaches at
the involved college.
subjects was videotaped for I'0 entire
|
ChaPter
REVIE!{ OF RELATED LITERATURE
Researchers have developed and used a variety of
approaches to'describe. coaches, athletes, and their
interactions. This chapter is devoted to a review of the
Iiterature surrounding this research and focuses on the
following areas: (a) the observation of coaches and their
athletes, (b) Academic Learning Time, (c) Academic Learning
Time-Physical Education and its applications, and (d) summary.
The Observation of Coaches
and Their Athletes
Research utilizing'systematic obs6rvation of coaches and
their athletes was not in evidence until the 1970's. Prior
to this time many'of the coaching studies were psychologically
ori-ented and descriptive in nature. Lawther (1951), Gaylord
(Lg67l, Yeager (1964), Ogilvie and Tutko (L9561, and Hendry
( I96B ) a1I conducted studies which focused on describing
traits and/or characteristics of coaches. Lawther (I95I) and
Gaylord (Lg67) discussed coaching in terms of teaching. Both
viewed coaches aS teachers'whose professionalism and ideals
should parallel those of other educators. Yeager (1964)
described the attitudes displayed by successful coaches; these
were a sense of humor, enthusiasm, and understanding. Ogilvie
and Tutko ( 1966 ) found teim coaches tcj be dominant and
inflexible while Hendry ( I96B ) discovered' that swimmers
8described their coaches as relaxed and trusting individuals.
Some investigators used questj-onnaires to study coaching
behaviors. Penman, Hastad, and cords (L974) studied the
personalities of successful high school coaches. A question-
naire was useil to determine the perSonality characteriStics
of 30 male football and basketball coaches. Ivlost of the
successful coaches t^rere found to have authoritarian
personalities. Danielson, ZelJnatt, and Drake (I975) examined
the behaviors of hockey coaches aS perceived by adolescent
hockey players. They administered questionnaires to players
ranging in age from L2 to 18 years old, who vrere attending a
summer sports camp. Results'indicated that most of the
coaches, behaviors were perceived" by the players to be
communicative rather than dohinating in nature.
Coaches' personalities were further examined by LaGrand
(I971) and Hendry (L9'721. LaGrand (I97I) used a semantic
differential scale to examine coaches' behaviors as viewed by
their athletes. Coaching behaviors vlere categorized by sport,
and significant differences were found between sports.
LaGrand concluded that many sports possessed or attracted
certain personalities. Hendry (L972) investigated personality
differences between coaches and- physical education teachers
through the use of a personality inventory. 'He found coaches
to be more controlled and Iess flexible than physical
education teachers.
To this date, many of the observations of coaches and
their athletes were made through the use of questionnaires
9and were frequently based on the perceptions of athletes '
Percival (Lg7 4 ) pointed out the need for more systematic
observation of coaches. While there was, after 1970, a
substantial increase in research which utilized systematic
observation to describe teaching behavior, particularly
physical educators' behavior, few researchers have used these
technj-ques to studY coaches.
Not until Kadson (Lgl5) were coaches' behaviors
quantitatively,analyzed through direct observation. The
Mancuso Adaptation for Verbal and l.Ionverbal Behavior (Ilancuso,
Lgl3) was used to determine what differences existed between
the behaviors physical educatorS exhibited while teaching and
while coaching. Three edricators at the university level were
observed teaching and coaching their particular sport:
gymnastics, ba'seba1I, or wrestling. Results indicated that
the educators vlere aS direct when they were coaching as when
they were teaching. Nonverbal behavior was more evident in
teaching while verbal behavior was predominant in coaching
situations.
Tharp and GaIIimore (L976) developed their or^rn I0-category
observational'system and used it to analyze the coaching
behaviors of UCLA's noted basketball coach, John l{ooden'
The researchers found that during practice over 508 of Coach
Wooden's behaviors were instructionally oriented' their
findings suggested that his great success as a coach could
probably be traced to these instructionally oriented practice
sessions.
IO
Another system, the Coach-ing Behavior Assessment System
(CBAS) was developed by smith, smoll, and Hunt (L977). CBAS
coded coaches' behaviors into two categories: reactive
behaviors and spontaneous or game-behaviors. Coaches of
various sports were observed in'practice, scrimmage, and game
situations. The system ptoved to be the most effective with
sports such as baseball- because game, development is readily
predictable, and the Source of the interaction can be readily
identified. In sports such as hockey, basketball, and soccer
the use of CBAS was difficult because the observer had
problems in,identifying the event to which the coach was
responding. Crossman (1980) continued this line of research
with the use of the Ohio State Athletic Observation Code
(osAoc) to observe the effects of intervention on athletes'
behaviors. Practice sessions in wrestling, gymnastics, and
volleybalI were coded, and players were supplied with feedback.
Such intervention proved effective in producing more positive
practice behavi'or in both wrestlers and gymnasts, but not in
vo1leybalI players.
'Several researchers (Agnew,: L977; Avery, L97B; Barr,
L|TB; Hirsch , L|TB; proulx , L979; Rotsko , tgig; staurowsky,
LgTg) utilized the-cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders'
InteraCtion Analysis System (CAFIAS) (Cheffers, L972) to
describe coaching behavior. Agnew (L977 ) used CAFIAS to
compare the' behaviors. of secondary female educators while
teaching and,while coaching. Twenty female educators were
observed and their interactions with their students/players
II
were coded. The coaching behaviors on the whole were rnore
productive than the behaviors exhibited in the teaching
setting. Not only was the incidence of interaction greater
in the coaching settings, but a greater variety of behaviors
were exhibited. There was more athlete-initiated behavior
and greater amounts of coach praise and acceptance. Barr
(I978) used CAFiAS as an intervention technique with coaches.
Following instruction and feedback utilizing CAFIAS, coaches
shoyed an increase in questioning, praise, and acceptance.
An increase in pupil-initiated behavior resulted as i'reII.
Other instruments designed to measure other aspects of
the coaching environment have been used by Some researchers
i-n conjunction with CAFIAS. Avery (I978) and Rotsko (1979)
employed the Coaches' Performance Criteria Questionnaire
(CPCQ) (Rosenshine & Furst, I973) in conjunction with CAFIAS
to investigate the coaching behaviors of effective and Iess
effective coaches. Both studies revealed effective coaches
used' more' indirect behaviors than less effective coaches.
The Group Environmental scale ,(GES), developed by Moos,
Insel, and Humphrey (19741, was utilized by Hirsch (1978),
proulx (Lg7gl t and Staurowsky (1979). The'GES'enabled these
researchers to make comparisons between the interactions of
teams and their coaches in a satisfied environment and' those
in a Iess satisfied environment. Results indicat'ed that
coaches in satisfied environments had better control, provided
more organization, and tended to be more supportive.
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Hoffman (1981')uti■iZed he Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(DAC) (Martinek & Mancini′ 1979)to dёSCribe the coaching
behav■ors of male and female laCrosse coaches toward the■r
low―skilled andt high―skilled ath■eteso  He found that both
coaches interacted with theSe gkill groups differently.  The
male coach was direct and Cr■tiC■al i  htts ■n eractions w■th
his low―skilled athletes′ and iゴfOrmative and supportive in
his interactions with his httgh―Skilled playerso  The female
coach exhibited s■m■lar behav■ors as the male coach.■n her
interactions with her high―skill dうlayerso  However′ in
contrast to the male coach′She was more supportive of her
low―skilled playersl effOrts and actions.
Boyes (1981)utiliZed DAC to investigate the interaction
patterns Of NCAA DiviSion III college football coaches with
their starting and nOn_starting players.  Results indicated
that there were m■nor differences ■n COachesi behav■ors
toward the starters and the non―t rters.  Starting players
rece■ved more pra■se and acceptance while the non―starting
players rece■Ved more directions from the■r coaches.  Also′
non―startersi behaviors Were more predictable and less
interpretive than thOSe of the Startiing players.
An instrumσnt WhiCh recently has been used for the
observation of COaches and the■r ath■etes ■ Academc・Learn■g
Time―Physical Education (ALT―PE) (Siedentop′ Birdwell′ &
Metzler′ 1979, Siedentop′ TOusignant′ & Parker′ 1982).  It is
the observatiOnal toOl whttCh is ёmployed in this Study.  In
order to properly understand ALT―PE′ it is ecessary to
13
briefly examine the research surrounding its precursor,
Academic Learning Time. Academic Learning Time was not
developed to observe physical educators and coaches, but for
use in describing teaching and student activity in elcimentary
- classrooms.
Academic Learninq' Time
CarroII (1963) contended that the degree to which a
student was involved in learning) as measured by time, was
one of the most influential factors in creating favorable
Iearning environments. The Far West Laboratory for Research
and Development in the 1970's sponsored a series of studies
which investigated CarroII's assertion. This body of research
was known as the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study or BTES.
In one of the initial BTES studies l4arliave, Fisher, and
Dishaw (L972) developed the observational tool-Academic
Learning Time (ALT) for studying classroom environments'
ALT was defined a's the amount of time a student spends engaged
in a relevant Iearning task with'a high success rate
(Marliave, Fisher, & Dishaw, L972\. ALT was initially used
to monitor teacher and student behavior in elementary reading
and math classes.
BTES research identified four instructional variables
related to ALT: allocated time (the time provided for
learning a task), engaged time (the percentage of allocated
time students spent actively responding), task relevancy (the
degree to which an activity can be vierved as contributing to
an academic aoal ) , and success rate for the engaged task
l4
(Marliave, L9771. These variables have become important
parts of educational research (CaldwelI, Huitt, & Graeber,
L9821 .
The ALT instrument has found Iimited application in
.classroom research. Trvo studies which have used ALT were
conducted by Marliave (Lg7g) and Ortiz (1980).' Marliave
(Lg7g) studied the relationship bbtween ALT and achievement.
In his study ALT vras measured by teacher and coder
observations during learning periods. A)chievement tests were
then administered to the L22 fifth graders and I39 second
graders involved. Areas of study were limiLed Lo reading and
math. Data provided evidence of a strong positive relationship
between ALT and levels of student learning.
Ortiz ( 1980 ) utilized the ALT instrument to observe a
bilingual educational program in California. Her research
revealed that pupil interaction was significantly reduced for
bilingual students when bilingual aides were present. She
found that the teachers and the aides were often working
against each other. This resulted in reduced ALT and classroom
management problems. She concluded that a neh, approach to
using bilingual aides should be- considered.
Although the ALT instrument has not been used extensively
in the description of classroom environments, it has been
modified for use in physical education and coaching settinqs.
and its Applications
ALT wasrmodified for use in physical education by
Academic Learning Time-PhvsicaI Education
15
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Siedentop et aI. (L979). Through their work at Ohio State
University, Lhe Academic Learning Time-Physical Education
(ALT-PE) observational system was developed. The intent of
ALT-PE was to observe participation levels of physical
education students in respect. to the'context of the class and
the difficulty of the activity. There were four major
cateqory decisions: setting (instructional style), content
(general or physical education related), Iearner move (engaged
or not-engaged), and diff iculty (easy or'not easy)'. The use-
of a |2-second interval recording format was added. In this
format, the subject is observdd for 6-seconds, and the coder
records for the next 6 seconds. ALT-PE was defined aS the
amount of time-a student spends engaged in physical education
tasks at an easy level of difficulty (Siedentop et d1., L979).
ThE original ALT-PE system was revised by Siedentop' et aI. in
L9B2 to make the instrument easier to use. Most studies to
date have'used the original system. The present investigation
used the revised system
The ALT-PE instrument has been used by several researchers
to describe elementary physical education classes. Shute,
Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverman (L982) examined the ALT-PE
of a large number of students in one instructorrs elementary
movement education classes. One hundred and'five elementary
students in 20 classes were observed. DifferenceS in ALT-PE
between boys and girIs, special and' non-special need groups,
and between high-, medj-um-, and low-skilI levels were
investigated. shute et aI. (.L982) found there were no
I6
significant differences in the teacher's treatment"of boys
and girls as evidenced by their respective ALT-PE. The
teacher was also able to involve her spticial needs children
and hbr students of varying skil1 levels to similar degrees.
Shute et aI. (LgB2) concluded that the teacher in" question
was able to equalize the Iearning opportunities for every
child
Aufderheide, McKenzie, and Knowles (L982) compared the
ALT-PE of regular and mainstreamed handicapped'elementary
students. In addition, they dmployed the Level of Use inter-
view technique to determine if teachers were using individual
iridividtralized instruction and, if sor what the effects were
on the ALT-PE of their students. Fifteen instructors were
classified as Users of individualized instruction and I5 as
Non-users; Findings indicated that users provided a
significantly greater amount of ALT-PE for their students,
whether they were* regular or mainstreamed. Students of Users
were engaged 57 .2t of the' time while Non-users' students
were engaged 48.9% of the time. It was suggested that
inservice courses be provided for the development and
improvement of individualized instruction techniques.
McKerzie ( I98O ) described the ALT-PE of elementary-aged
swimmers. The 5- to 7-year old subjects were divided into
Iow-, medium-, and high-ability groups through the use of a
pretest. A target child was selectdd from each group for
observation. The effects of publicly posting skiIl achievement
on the ALT-PE of the children were observed. AdditionaIly,
17
two disruptive children were observed and the effec‐ts of
l―minute !itimё out" COntingencies on their behaviors and their
ALT―PE were examined.  Results showed signlficant increases in
the ALT―PE of ha■f the swiinmers whose achievements were
publicly posted.  The target.subjects raised their ALT―PE(M)
from 13。5t to 25。8t and from 8t to 20.8宅′ respectively′ as a
result of tle postings.  Also′  the disruption caused by the
two subjeets decrea｀e  as a result of the "time outi:
contingenc■es。
Some researchers have compared the ALT―PE of secondary
and elementary students.  Metzler (1980a)examined the ALT―PE
levels ot students′ gradёs l-12。  Students of 21 inservice
phys■cal education ■nstructors were v■deotaped.  Findings
主ndicatedithat students were engaged in content―PE 73.6Z
of the time′ and ALT―PE oCCurred in 26。8老 of a1l observed c■ass
■ntervals.  DesCriptive statistics were used to analyze the
data′ and analysis revealed a 1lfunneling effёct'' which
indicated a reduction in ALT―PE with an increase in the level
of task difficulty.  Metzler (1980b)examined the levels of
ALT―PE accrued by students ■n var■ous phys■cal education
settings.  Results revealed that different sports such as
volleyball′ football′ soccer′ and gymnastics had different
amounts of ALT―PE aSSOC■ated w■th them.  Students e■gaged in
the volleyball and soCCer actiVities exhttbited the highest
mean ALT―PE percentages (59.4老 and 40。3を′ respectively)While
the lowest mean ALT―PE levels were observed in footba■l and
gymnastics actiVities (14.lt and 12.3を′ respectively)。  These
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results ■ndicated that students engaged in team acゼiv■ties
tendedi to acじrue more ALT―PE than did students engaged in
individual actiVitttes.  In addition′・Metzler (■980b)fOund that
ALT―PE did not increase as´th  t aching units progressed.
Metzler (1981)alsO examined the ALT―PE of college
students.  The・results indicated that 45老 of all coded
■ntervais were ALT―PEL  ThiS was nearly tw■c  the amount of
ALT―PE that had been exhibited in his grade l-12 study and′
as expected′ 土ndicated a substantially higher level of
involvement on the part Of the college'students.
The amount of ALT―PE exper■enced by secondary and
elementary students ■n r gular,phys■cal education classes was
investigated by Codbout′ ,Brunelle′ and Tousignanゼ (1983).     ―
Thirty elementary‐and 31 secondary students were observed in
regular physical education classes′ nd their ALT―PE was
recorded.  Results ■ndicated that there was more ALT―PE
exper■enced by the Secondary students.  Content―PE time
accounted for 65.7宅 of thё class time ■n the elementary
classes and 81.lZ in the secOndary classeso  Secondary
students aveFaged 36.4Z of the class time in ALT―PE while
elementary students averaged 31.3を.  Godbout et al. concluded
that less time was spent wごiting′ managind′ and resting in
the secondary classes′ and′ thbrefOre′ more time was available
for physical activity.
Young (1981).and MCKenzie′ Clark′ a d McKenzie (1982)
observed the ALT―PE of Students when different instructional
strategies were utilized by their teachers.  Young (1981)
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used ALT―PE to aSStss the acquttsition of a novel skill by
students.  She sought tO reduce the ■nfluence of pr■or motor
learn」Lg by utilizing Experimenta■ieaしhing U its (ETU).  An
ETU is a spec■fied noVel skill・ or content area to be taught
■n asヽpec■fic amount of time′ bi■t the teacher  ay teach the
ETU using any instructional strategy he/she chooseso  Ninety
e■bmentary students performed a combined golf/hockey Skill
which iinvolV9d hitting a ball into a hoop placed 30 yaros
awgソ.  Thёy Were then observed・us■ng ALT―PE dur■ng the 20-
minhte ETUis.  Pretest and posttest scores showed that prior
motor ability in the skill Was・not related to subsequent
achievement and that inCreased ALT―PE was correlated with
higher posttest scores.
McKenzie et al. (1982)used SiX different instructional
strategies to teach skillS in beginning・fenc g classes.
Three randomly selected students were observed′ and the■r
behav■ors were coded by eXper■enced ALT―PE coders.  The same
experienced instructor taught a11_of the classes and was
naive to the objectiVes of the study.  The results indicated
that different styles of teaching exhibited different tifr9eing
effects.:l  ln some styles of teaching′ the instructor was able
to prov■de more feedback duri,g the COurse of the activ■ty′
because she had been freed from sedentary′ irectiv  Jbe,aV・Ors.
For example′ wh n the teacher was required to l'drill" students
on fencing technttques‐during the activity′ students received
feedbacだ 25.4老―of the time.  When drilling was machttne―paced
or student―irected′ the ■nstructor was free to prov■de
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feedback and the students received. feedback during 5I8 of the
observed intervals. McKenzie et aI. (L982) concluded that
teaching strategies that allowed more feedback while
maintaining high levels of ALT-PE were valuable.
Several studies have examined the effects'of different ;
interventions on teaching. Whatey (1980) and Paesb (L982)
studied the effects of feedback on the ALT-PE of secondary
students. W6aley ( I98O ) investigated the manner in which
daily monitoring and graphic feedback affected ALT-PE in
secondary school settings. Experienced inservice teachers at
four secondary schools near Columbus, Ohio were observed daily
f or 7 weeks. Thei-r cIaSSes were .videotaped and coded by
trained observers. Both teachers and students received
graphic feedback using video-replay folI'owing eachrsession-
!{haley's (f9BO) results showed that graphic feedback had no
effect on the amount of the motor response or engaged time of
the students, as indicated by their ALT-PE.
paese ( I-982 ) assessed how feedback affected the teaching
behaviors of two student teachers. After their secondary
physical education classes were observed and coded, the
teachers were supplied with written and verbal feedback which
reflected the ALT-PE data. The results clearly indicated the
positive value of feedback to improve instruction. The
teachers' management time decreased while their students
exhibited an increase in clhss activity. AIso, ALT-PE and
engaged motor responses increased nearly I50% from pre-
intervention Ievels.
2■
Birdwell (1980), at ohio State, chose to study how
specific instructions and feedback for teachers altered the
ALT-PE of selected ^students in their classes. One elementary,
one junior high, and one high'school teacher were asked to
participate. .They aII attended a clinic which was desighed
to help improve teaching behaviors. Results showed that
there was a significant association between changes in
teacher behaviors and increased levels of student ALT-PE.
These behavioral changes included decreases in teacher manage-
ment time, increases in feedback to students, and the''ability
to reduce student nonengaged time-
Wurzer lLgB2) studied three university educitors and
their volleybalI classes over a I5-week period. Three
different instructional interventions or packages were
introduced in an effort to examine their effects on the ALT-PE
of the students. The packages were designed to change
management time, feedback, and student nonengagejment.
Decreases in management time and student nonengaged time and
increases in feedback were aII associated with significant'
in'creases in student ALT-PE. Wurzer concluded the'packages
were able to produce changes in teachers I and students'
behaviors and were valuable instructional intervention tooIs.
Rate (198I) observed'46 athletic teams during practice
sessions in an effort to compare the ALT-PE of athletes in
different sports. The ALT-PE of physical education students
in the same, central Ohio area were also compared. Five
different sports were represented: basketba'Ll, wrestling,
1
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gymnastics, tennis, and basebaII. Results indicated that:
(a) nearly 752 of all content-PE .was skill practice or
scrimmage, (b) the athletes wdre engaged for nearly 60ea of
aII content-PE time, (c) the average amount of ALT-PE for atl
sports was 4'9.3*, (d) coaches spent approximately equal
amounts of time in instruction, management, and silent
monitoring, (e) 75? of aIl instruction was direct,
( f ) significant differences in ALT-PE existed between
wrestlers and tennis players, and (g) Iarge but not
statistically significant differences were found between
wrestlers and gymnasts. The average of nearly S'04 af,f-pf
acrosS all practice sessions'was significantly higher than
the ALT-PE accrued by physical education students in the same
schools. Rate (1981) attributed the higher ALT-PE of athletes
to increased. motivation, advanced management techniques of
coaches, the use of scrimmage techniques, and the greater
availability of equiPment-
Pieron (L982) and GalIi (L982) employed the ALT-PE
instrument to study the effects of teacher/coach expectations
on learner involvement. Pieron (I982) compared'the ALT-PE of
high- and low-achievers. in gymnastics and- volleyball
activities. He found that high-achieivers accrued significantly
higher amounts of the time-on-task and success rate-variables
than did low-achievers in both activities. In addition, the
data indicated that instructors tended to provide feedback to
Iow-achievers more frequently than they did to their high-
achievers. In spite of this additional feedback, the
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performance gap betWeen the two ability groups was expected
to w■den because of the higher success rates and greater
time―on―task experienced by the high―achievers.
Gall土 (1982)conduCted a study which examined the
differences in ALT―PE betWeen high―skilled and low―ski led
male high school basketball playerso  An N = l design was
utilized in which a single subject from each ability group
was observed for an entire practice sess■ono  Twenty practice
sessions in all Were videotaped:  five before the first game′
five after w■ns′ five after losses′and five while the team
was prepar■ng for postseason competition.  Galli found that
there were noticeable differences between the ALT―PE of the
high―skilled and the low―skil■d playerso  The lowLski.lled
player accrued an aVerage of 30.8宅 ALT―PE versus 34.4老 for
the httgh―skilled player dur■ng the same practiee sess.。ns.
His resu■ts indicated that｀the low―skilled player spent mOre
time waiting to participate and was less actively involved in
motor and cogn■tive s■tuations.
Summary
The early research on coaches and the■r athletes were
mostly descriptive studies which focused on descr■bing
coachesi persδnalities and attitudeso  Gaylord_(1967)″ Hendr
(1968)′ Lawther (1951)′ OgilVie and Tutko (1966)′ and Yeager
(1964)all eXamined the personalities and attitudes of
■ndiv■duals ■n coachinge  Coaches were descr■bed as be■ng
enthus■a tic′ humorous′ and understanding on the one hand and
dominant and inf■eXible On the Othero  Danielson et al. (1975)
―― 一― ―
―
   ―  /
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and Penman et aI. (1974) supported'these findings. Hendry
(1972 ) and LaGrand ( 1971 ) used a personality inventory and a
e
semantic differential scale to'examine coaches' personalitied.
The use of these tools to study coaches and their athletes
was indicative of the systematic research which more and more
researchers were conducting.
After I970 the systematic observation of teaching
increased substantially, and some researchers began to utilize
, similar techniques to observe coaches and their athletes.
Kasson ( 1975 ) analyzed the behaviors of teacher/coaches by the
Mancuso Adaptation for Verbal and Nonverbal Behavior (Mancuso,
1973 ) . Results indicated a tendency for educators to be more
" 
verbally oriented when acting as coaches than when acti-ng as
teachers. Tharp and Gallimore lL976l, Smith et a1. (L9771,
and Crossman ( 1980 ) also employed systematic techniques to
assess the behaviors of coaches and their athletes.
A Iarge group of studies employed cheffers' Adaptation
' of the Flanders' Interaction Analysis System or CAFIAS to
. 
observe coaching behaviors. Agnew (L977 I , Avery ( I978 ) ,
Barr (I978), Hirsch (1978), Proulx (L979), Rotsko (L979),
Staurowsky (L979), Hoffman (198I), and Boyes (I981) utilized
CAFIAS or its modification, DAC, in various contexts which
contributed greatly to c5aching Iiterature-
with the conceptualization of Academic Learning Time
(ALT) by the researchers of the Far west Laboratory for
Research and Development, a new observational system, ALT,
was made available. At first it was used solely in the
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classroom ( Marliave et aI. , L972i t'larliave , L979 i Ortiz, 1980 ) '
siedentop et aI. "(1979) modified the ALT observation
instrument for use in physical education. This modification,
ALT-PE, has been utilized to observe the involvement levels
of students and athletes in several studies.
Shute et aI. (1982) used ALT-PE to determine hovr one
teacher dealt with various' groups of students. Aufderheide
et al. (LgBz) reviewed the effects of individualized
instruction on the ALT-PE of handicappdd elementary students,
and l,lcKenzie (1980) described the ALT-PE of 5- to 7-year old
swimniers.
lletzIer (I980a) and Godbout et aI. (I983) compared the
ALT-PE of. elementary and secondary students. Metzler (f98f)
studied the ALT:pE of college students and compared the results
to the ALT-PE accrued by elementary and secondary students.
As expected, older, more mature students tended'to waste Iess
class time and generally exhibited higher ALT-PE Ievels
Metzler ,( I980b). examined students ' ALT-PE in several different
sports activities.
young (I98I) and McKenzie et aI. (Lg82) observbd lhe
ALT-PE accrued by students when their teachers employed
various instructional strategies. WhaIey (I980), BirdweII
( I98O ) , Paese ( I982 ) , and Wurzer (Lg82) tried to alter
teaching behaviors through'various intervention strategies.
Generally, the use of strdtegies which allowed for more
teacher feedback and resulted in increased ALT-PE levels were
supported. Rate (I98I) examined athletes' ALT-PE during the
?ー
:
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practice sessions of five different high school sports.
Pieron(|982)andGaIIi(L982)utilizedALT-PEtostudy
high- and low-skilled individuals. Pieron observed high- and
low-achievers "in gymnasfics and volleyball activities while
GaIIi compared the ALT-PE of high- and low-skilled basketball
playerd. ' ,
Alt of the recent research with the ALT-PE instrument
indicates that it is a viable, useful tool for the observation
of teachers and coaches. The amount of accrued ALT-PE has been
used as an indicator of teacher/coach effectiveness and student/
athlete achievement.
Chapter 3
METHODS- AND PROCEDURES
This chapter describes the selection of subjects, the
testing instrument, the method for establishment of
interobserver agreement, the procedures, the methods of data
collection, the scoring of data, and the treatment of data or
the statistical procedures utilized in this investigation. A
summary of the methods and procedures utilized is also
included.
Selection of'Subiects
The 'subjects in this investigation were 40 varsity
Iacrosse players, 20 male and 20 female, dt the same central
New York college. The players' coaches, one male and one
female, gave the investigator permission to videotape their
teams' practice sessions (Appendix A). Each athlete's
permission to participate in the investigation was obtained
by the use of an informed consent form (Appendix B)- The
coaches ranked their players from high to Iow according to
overall playing ability. The top l0 ranked and the bottom 10
ranked players on each team were selected for inclusion in
this investigati-on.
Testinq Instrument
The revised ALT-PE systematic observation system
(Siedentop, Tousignant, & Parker, L9B2) was used to codb the
videotapes (Appendix C). The ALT-PE instrument uses a group-
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focused context decision and an individually-focused Iearnet
decision format. There are three majoi subdivisions at the
r context level (general content, subject matter knowledge,
i subject matter motor) and two major subdivisions at the
l. Iearner involvement level (not motor engaged and motor
t
, engaged). There are 13 categories within the sub-divisions
of the context level' that describe'the nature of the class
. 
envj-ronment and eight categories within the learner involvement
IeveI that describe individual student behavior. In this
investigation the interval recording technique was used with
a 6-second observe, 6-second record format.
Interobserver Aqreement
. Training for coding of ALT-PE consisted of an introduction
ahd.thorough examination of the revised ALT-PE coding manual
(Siedentop et dI., 1982), Iearning of the ALT-PE categories
and the method of using the'coding sheet, and five practice
coding sessions using videotapes.
Following the training period and practice sessions,
' interobserver agreement (IOA) for this investigation was
assessed using the scored-interval agreement method (Hawkins
& Dotson, L975\. Four randomly selected videotapes, two of
the male Iacrosse team's practices and'two of the female
Iacrosse team's practices, were coded simultaneously by
Dr. Victor H. tlancinir dfl expert in descriptive-analytic
techniques, and the investigator. IOA was calculated on an
interval-by-interval basis and.-was comptited by dividing the
number of intervals on which there was agreement by the number
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of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying the results
by tOO (Herson & Barlow, L9761. The formula is given below:
Agreements X 100 = t of agreement or IOA -Agreements + Disagreements
The observers were determined to be in agreerirent when
both observers recorded the target behavior as occurring
during the interval . When the observers did not concur, the
observers were considered to be in disagreement.
Procedure
Each player in this study was -videotaped with his or her
knowledge and'consent during- I0 team practice seSSions. The
coaches wore wireless microphones which allowed them to move
freely as they coached
At the end of the season'the coaches ranked their players
from high to low according to overall pl-aying ability. For
this study the top tO ranked players and the bottom I0 ranked
players ori each team were selected-
The videotapes were coded using the ALT-PE instrument
by ari expert coder, Dr.. Victor H. Mancini, and the investigator.
During the coding of each practice session, three target
players were selected to represent each group: high-skilled
male players., low-skilled male.players, high-skilled femdle
players, and low-sk-i1led fema'Ie players. The target players
within each group were observed for an entire practice session
on an alternating interval basis, using a 6-second observe,
6-second record coding format. A programmed caSsette-was
used to provide verbal cues to observe and record.
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t'lethod of Data Collection
Data for final analysis werb obtained from the coding of
IO videotapes of each team's practice Sessions'. The video-
- 
t tapes were coded by the investigator and Dr. Victor H.
{{ l"lancini tising the ALT-PE system.
Scorinq of Data
The data. were scored manLaIly and percentages and ratios
for the 2I variables identified by ALT-PE were calculated.
Treatment of Data
Descriptive statistics were used to determine differences
in ALT-PE between male and female high- and low-skiIIed
. players during their respective practice sessions.
, Si:mmarv
,
, The subjects in this study were-40 varsity Iacrosse
players at the collegiate leve1, 20 male and 20 female, from
a central New York college. They were randomly selected from
a high-skiIled or.Iow-skiIled group, as determined by their
coaches. Ten practice sessions were riideotaped during the
1
same season.
Data for analysis were obtained- from the coding of the
videotapes by the investigator and Dr. Victor H. Mancini'
using the revised ALT-PE system. During.coding of- practices,
three players were randomly. selected to represent each group
of athletes during their respective practice sessions: high-
skilled maIes, low-skiIIed maIes, high-skilled females, and
IIow-skilted females. The data were scored manually and
percentages and ratios for the 2I ALT-PE variables were
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calculated. .Descriptive s€atistics were used to determine
differences between high- and low-skilled male and female
players.
Chapter 4
` ANALYSIS OF DATA
; The results obtained from the comparison of the Academic
i Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) of high- and low-
skilled male and female collegiate lacrosse player's are
presented in this chapter. The revised ALT-PE- instrument of'
Siedentop, Tousignant, and'Parker (L982) was used'to describe
the context levels and learner involvement levels of the
players. This chapter.is divided into-the follorving sections:
(a) interobserver agreement, (b) analysis of the data, and
(c) summary.
Interobserver Aqreement
:
' Interobserver agreement (IOA) scoies were computed using
the scored-interval method (Hawkins & Dotson, L975).. Four
randomly selected videotapes, two each from the" male and
female lacrosse teams' practices., were coded simultaneously
I by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, dtr expert in dbscriptive-analytic
studies, and the investigator. IOA scores ranged from 87.08
to IO0B which were sufficient to indicate the coders were
reliable (Appendix D).
Analvsis of Data
Percentages were calculated manually for aI1 ALT-PE
categories for high- and low-skiIled male and female lacrosse
players. These calculations.were obtained from 3r138
observation intervals of the femdle lacrosse team's practices
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and 3,463 observation intervals of the male lacrosse team's
practice sessions. Fema.Ie lacrosse team practices averaged
62.3 minutes in Iength while the male lacrosse practices
Iasted an average of 59 .2 minutes -
Visual inspection of the data in Table I revealed litt1e
difference in the context levels of high- and low-skilIed male
players, but marked dif f erences were f ound in 'the learn'er
involvement levels of these two groups. The amount of time
high- and low-skiIled male players were involved in various
context level activities was siniilar. Regardless of their
ability level, the male Iacrosse players spent 25.272 of their
)
time performing general activities. Approximately I48 of
inis time was devoted to executing warm-up'activities. The
players were in transition approximately 9t of' the- time and
were involved in performing.managerial tasks about 2Z of the
time. The players rece,ived no break or rest period during
practice.. The coach spent approximately I6E of practice time
relating.knowledge" to his players'. Approximately' 9B of the
time was spent discussing strategy with the team. The plaiers
received some information about skill technique (approximately
3.58) and some background information (approximately 2%) as
well. Little time was spent"reviewing the'rules; and'no time!
was devoted to discussinq appropriate Social behavior.
Approximately 508. of the practice sessions- were spent in
subject matter motor activity--performing lacrosse-skiIIs and
playing. The players were engaged in skill practice and
driIIs approxi-mately 26%. of the time and spent approximately
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Table I
Percent Occurrence of ALT-PE Categories for
High-' and Low-skiIIed PIaYers
|
ALT―PE CatざgOries High_skilledLow―skilled
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subject Matter Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
RuIes
SociaI Behavior
Background
Subject Matter Motor
SkiIl Practice
Scrimmage /Routine
Game
Fitness
25.27
9.13
1.76
。00
14.38
15.68
3。49
9.41
.78
。00
1.99
59。05
26.48
22.93
9.64
.00
25.27
8.96
1.93
.00
14。38
15.76
3.55
9。42
.84
。00
1.96
58.97
26。65
22。75
9.58
。00
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Table I (continued)
ALT-PE Categories High―skilled Low―skilled
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
Motor Engaged
Motor ApProPriate
Motor InaPProPriate
Supporting
48.02
.98
3.41
.06
19。43
24。14
51.98
38。38
13.37
.23
54.29
1.53
9.27
.20
20。10
23。19
45.71
24。28
20.45
.98
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23* of their time in scrimmages. Ten percent of practice time
was devoted to game play. No time was spent on fitness during
practice.
Notiieable differences were found in the learner
involvement leveIs of high- and low-skiIled male lacrosse
players (Table 1). The low-skilled players were inactive or
not engaged more often than the high-skiIled players (54'29*
versus 48.02*). The greatest difference was in the time
spent waiting. The low-skilIed players spent nearly three
times as much time waiting as did the high-skiIIed players
( 3.4It for the high-skilled players versus 9.27 B for 'the low-
skilled players). Both high- and Iow-skiIled male athletes
received similar amounts of information from their coaches
(24.L4* for the high-skilled players versus 23.L9* for the
Iow-skiIIed players) and spent a similar amount of time
performing on-task activities ( I9.43t for the high-skiIled
players versus 20.10t for the low-skilled players). Both the
high- and low-skiIled players exhibited few off-task and
interim behaviors.
The high-skiIled players were engaged in motor activity
6.27* more of the time than the low-skilled players; the high-
skilled players were actively participating 5I.98t of the
time compared to 45.7L* of the time for the low-skilled
players. The high-skilled players were appropriately engaged
(ALT-PE) 38.38t of the time'iompared to 24.282 of the time for
the low-skilled players. The low-skilled players were not
appropriately engaged or unsuccessful in the performance of
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motor skills 20.45■ of the time compared to 13.37亀 of the
time for the high―skilled players.  Litt■e motor supporting
behavior was evident.  These results led to the rejection of
the first ma]or hypothesis whiCh Stated that there would be
no signttficant difference betWeen the ALT―PE of high―skilled
male and low―skilled male collegiate lacrosse players.
Visual inspection of the data shown in Table 2 revealed
little difference in the COntext levels of high― and low―
skilled female players′ but sign■ficant・differences were
found in the learner involVemdnt levels of these twO groups.
The amount of time spent by high― and low―skilled female
players in various COntext level activities was similar.  Both
groups spent about 27t of their practice time performing
general activities.  The majority of thiS time was devoted to
warm―up activity (apprOXimately 161).  Approximately 8t of
the time was spent in transition while about 31 of the
playersi time was devoted to managerial tasks.  The players
received no break time during practice.  The coach spent
approximately 16.5t of practiCe time relating knowledge to
her players.  Much of this time was devoted to discuss■ng
strategy (apprOximately 8亀)and technique (5。51■).  Little
time was spent by the female coach discussing rules′
background information′  soc■al behav■or w■th her high― and
low―skilled athletes.  ApproXimately 60亀 of the practice time
was spent in subject matter motor activity.  The female
players spent about 32t of their time in skill practice or
drills and approximately 23Z of the time in scrimmage or
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routine situatj-ons. Game play activity occurred L.72t of the
time , and no time was spent on fitness during practice sessions.
Significant differences were evident between the learner
involvement Ievels of high-skiIled and low-skilled female
Iacrosse players ( see Table 2l . The high-skilled players were
not engaged 53.95t of the time while low-skilled females were
not engaged 59.598 of the practice time. This difference was
due primarily to the time the players spent waiting. The low-
skilled players waited much more than the high-ski1led players
(9.408 versus 4.65t). The female coach gave similar amounts
of information to her high- and low-skiIled athletes
(approximately 262), and both the high- and low-skiIled
players spent a similar amount of time (approximately 22.5t-1
performing on-task activities. Little interim and off-task
behavior was recorded for both groups.
The low-skilled players were engaged in motor activity
Iess than the high-skilled players (40.4I8 versus 46.058).
The.largest difference was in the time Spent appropriately
engaged (ALT-PE). High-skiIled females accrued 33.658 ALT-PE
while low-skiIIed females accrued significantly Iess (21.4I?).
.Low-skiIIed players'spent more time inappropriately engaged
(15.722 versus 11.15%). Little time was spent by high- and
Iow-skiIIed female'players in motor supporting behavior.
These results led to the rejection of the second major
hypothesis which stated that there would be no significant
difference between the ALT-PE of high-skiIled female and low-
skilled female collegiate Iacrosse players. The percent
?
? ?
??
?
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Table 2
Percent Occurrence of ALT-PE Categories for
High- and Low-skilled Female Players
ALT-PE Categories High-ski lIed Low―skilled
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subject Matter Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
RuIes
Social Behavior
Background
Subj ect lvlatter Motor
SkilI Practice
Scrimmage /Routine
Game
Fitness
26.80
7。97
2。77
。00
16.06
16.22
5.51
7.81
.89
。38
1.63
56.98
32.19
23.04
1.72
。00
26.83
7.97
2。77
.00
16.09
16.50
5.51
8。06
.86
.38
1.69
56.67
31.91
23.04
1.72
.00
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Table 2 (continued)
ALT―PE CategoriesHigh-skiIled Low―skilled
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
Motor Engaged
Motor Appropriate
Motor InapproPriate
Supporting
53。95
.48
4。65
。03
22.37
26.42
46。05
33。65
11.15
1。24
59。59
.83
9。40
.22
22。66
26。48
40.41
21.41
15.72
3。28
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occurrence of the ALT―PE categories for high―and loW―skilled
players are reported in Tables 3 and 4。 hes  tables
facilitated visual COmparisons between high―skilled mal s and
high―skil■ed females (See Table 3)′ and b tween low―sk■lled
males and low…skilled females (see Table 4).
Visual inspectiOn of Tables 3 and 4 revealed no
significant difference in the COntext levels of the high― and
low― ski■led male and female players, however′ th e are marked
differences ■n the groups at the learner ■nvolvement levels.
All four groups of players s,ёnt approximately one―fourth of
the■r time perform■ng general activ■ties.  Most of this time
was spent warming―up (approximately 142 for high― and low―
skilled males and 16t for high― and l w―skilled females).
Slightly less than 10七 of the practice time was devoted to
transition aCtiVity by all fOur groups of players.  Little
time was spent perform■ng manager■l tasks′ and the players
received no break time during the practiCe sessions.  The male
and the female coaches spent about 16t of their time relating
knowledge to the high― and low―skilled players.  Both coaches
spent slightly less than 10亀 of e time discussing strategy.
All four groups Of players diSCussed technique with their
coaches for a Small amount of time (abOut 3。5亀 for httgh― and
low―skilled maleS and 5.5t fOr the high― and low―skilled
females)。  Virtually no time was spent by the high― and low―
skilled male and female athletes discussing rules′ social
behav■or′ or background W■th the■r coaches.  High― and low―
skilled male and female players spent nearly 60t Of the time
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Table 3
Percent Occurrence of ALT-PE Categories' for
High-skilIed lvlaIe and FemaIe Players
ALT-PE Categories Ivla Ie Female
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-uP
Subject Matter Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
RuIes
SociaI Behavior
Background
Subj ect Matter I'lotor
SkiIt Practice
Scrimmage /Routine
Game
Fitness
25.27
9.13
1.76
.00
14.38
15.68
3.49
9.42
。78
。00
1。99
59。05
26.48
22。93
9。64
.00
26.80
7。97
2.77
。00
16。06
16。22
5.51
7.81
。89
.38
1。63
56.98
32.19
23.04
1.72
.00
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Table 3 (continued)
ALT-PE Categorres MaIe FemaIe
Not Engaged
Interim
Wai t ing
Off -task
On-task
Cognitive
I"lotor Enghged
Motor ApproPriate
Motor InaPProPriate
Supporting
48.02
.98
3。41
.06
19。43
24.14
51.98
38。38
13。37
。23
53.95
.48
4。65
。03
23。37
26.42
46.05
33.65
11.15
1.24
Table 4
Percent Occurrence of ALT-PE Categories for
Low-skilled MaIe and FemaIe Players
ALT-PE Categories MaIe FemaIe
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subj ect Matter Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
RuIes
SociaI Behavior
Background
Subject Matter Motor
SkiIl Practice
Scrimmage/Routine
Game
Fitness
25.27
8.96
1。93
.00
14.38
15.76
3.55
9.41
。84
。00
1。96
58.97
26.65
22。75
9.58
。00
26.83
7.97
2.77
.00
16.09
16.50
5.51
8.06
.86
.38
1。69
56.67
31。91
23.04
1.72
。00
Table 4 (continued)
ALT-PE Categories Male FemaIe
Not Engaged
Interim
Waiting
Off -task
On-task
Cognitive
Motor Engaged
Motor APProPriate
Motor InaPProPriate
Supporting
54.29
1.53
9。27
.20
20.10
23.19
45.71
24.28
20。45
.98
59.59
.83
9。40
.22
22.66
26.48
40。41
21。41
15.72
3.28
in subject matter motor activity. High-skilled females
received skill practice 32.L98 of the time versus 26.482 for
the high-skilled males. Low-skilIed females received more
skiIl practice time than low-skilled males (3I.91% versus
26.5521 . AIt groups of players scrimmaged for about 23* of
the practice time. Both the low- and high-skilled male
Iacrosse ptayers were involved in game play much more than
their female counterparts (approximately I0B versus
approximately 2Z). Neither coach spent any time on fitness
activities.
while the data in Tables 
,3 and 4 revealed similarities
between the context levels of the high- and low-skilled male
and female lacrosse players, differences were found in their
Iearner involvement levels. Significant differences existed
between the Iearner involvement levels of high-skiIled male
and female lacrosse players as shown in Table 3. High-skilIed
female players were not engaged more than high-skilled male
players (53.95t versus 48.022\. Close to 25* of the practice
time was spent in cognitive activity by both high-skiIIed
groups. High-skilled females spent 3.94* more of their time
in on-task behaviors. High-skilIed females had to wait about
as much as high-skilled mal'es ( 4 .65t versus 3 . 4l? ) ' Interim
and off-task behaviors did not account for much time in
practice. High-skiIIed maIeS accrued more motor engaged time
when compared to the high-skiIIed females (5I.988 versus
46.05%). A significant difference was evident in the amount
of time that high-skilled players were engaged in motor
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appropriate actiVity (ALT―PE) (38.38亀 for male players versus
33.65亀 for httgh―skilled female players)。  High―Skilled players
were ■nappropr■atey engaged s■m■■ar amounts of the time
(13。37宅 fOr high―skilled males Versus ll.■5宅 for females).
Little practice time was devoted tO Supporting the motor
activities of others by either high―skilled group of players.
These differences led to the rejection of the third major
hypothesis whiCh stated that there would be no significant
dttfference between the ALT―PE of high―skilled male and high―
skilled female collegiate lacrosse players.
significant dttfferences existed between the learner
■nvolvement levels Of loW―Skilled male and female lacrosse
players as shown in Table 4.  Low―skilled females accrued 5.3宅
more nonengaged time than low―skil■ed males.  Almost all of
this difference oCCurred in the on―task (22.66t for females
versus 20。10% for males)and the COgnitive (26。48Z for f males
versus 23.19亀 for maleS)Categorttes.  Approximately 9亀of the
practice time lor low―skilled players was spent waiting to
participateo  Percentages for ■nter■m and off―task actiV■ties
were minlmal for bOth 10w―Skilled males and females.  Low―
skilled males Were engagOd more than low―Skil■ed females
(45.71% Versus 40.41%).  Low一Skilled males alsO aCCrued more
ALT―PE (24.282 VersuS 21。41亀)and Were engaged in mOre motOr
inappropriate behaviOr (20.45を Versus 15.72老).  Hardly any
time was spent by 10W―Skilled males in suppOrting motOr
actiVity while 10W―Skilled females Spent only 3.28t Of their
time in thiS manner.  TheSe resultS led tO the rejeCtiOn Of
4B
the fourth major hypothesis which stated that there would be
no significant difference between the ALT-PE of low-skiIl-ed
male and low-skilled female collegiate lacrosse players
Summary
lnterobserver agreement (IOA)scoreS Were calculated
using the scored―interval methOd (Hawkins & DotsOn′ 1975)。
Four randomly selected videotapesr two of the male lacrosse
teamis practices and twO Of the female lacrosse teamis
practices′ were coded s■multaneously by Dr. ViCtor H. Mancュn■
and the investigator.  IOA scOres ranged from 87.0宅 to 100%
which were sufficient to indicate the coders were reliablee
Visual COmparison Of the ALT―PE data for high― and low―
skilled male and female collegiate lacrosse players revealed
no significant differences in the context levels (See TableS
l′ 2′ 3′ and 4).  At the learner involvement levelS′ however′
significant differences Were fOund between httgh― and low―
skilled males′ high― and low―Skilled females′ high―skilled
males and females′ and low―Skilled males and females。
Low―Skilled male lacrosse players were engaged in less
motor activity of appropriate difficulty (ALT―PE) (24。8Z
versus 38.382)than Were their high―skilled teammates
(Table l).  MuCh Of the low―Skilled players: time was spent
■n ■nappropr■ate motor aCtttV■ty and wa■ting to participate.
Low―Skilled femaleS Were appropriately engaged (ALT―PE)
much less than the httgh―Skilled females (21.4■% versus 33.65%)
and had to Wait more (See Table 2).  They also spent more
time engaged in motOr inappropriate activity than their high―
skilled teammates.
Tables 3 and 4 allowed comparisons to be made between
male and female players of similar abilities. The only marked
difference found at the context level occurred in the amount
of time spent in game playing. Both high- and low-skilled
males accrued much more game playing time in practice than
did their female counterparts. Significant differences were
found at the learner involvement levels. High-skilled male
players were motor-engaged more than high-skilled female
players (51.98% versus 45.052) and accumulated more ALT-PE
( 38.38t versus 33.65% for high-skilled females ) ( see Table 3 ) '
As shown in Table 4, Iow-skilled males were engaged more than
Iow-skiIled females (45.7I2 versus 40-4IB). AIso, low-skilled
females accrued more ALT-PE (24.28+ versus 21.418 ) .
Visual comparison of the results of this study indicated
that significant differences existed between the ALT-PE of
high- and low-skiIIed male and female collegiate lacrosse
players. Thus, all four of the major hypotheses were rejected.
代Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
fn this investigation, the Academic Learning Time-PhysicaI
Education(ALT-PE)ofhigh_andlow-skilledmaleandfemale
collegiate lacrosse players were compared. This chapter wilI
discuss the results of this investigation and compare the
findings with those of other studies.
Visual inspection of Table I revealed no significant
differences in the context levels of high- and low-skiIled
male lacrosse players. These results were predictable when
one realizes that the male coach dealt with his team as a
single unit. He did not organize his practice sessions in
ways that allowed small groups within the team to perform
different activities at the same time. Instead, the male
team'S practice time was organized such that aII players of
aII abilities would be engaged or not engaged in the same
manner. For example, when the high-skiIIed players were
warming-up, the low-skiIled players were too. When the low-
skilled players discussed strategy with the coach, the high-
skilled players did aIso. This method -of coaching accounts
for the lack of context leve1 differences. The data for high-
and low-skiIled females showed no significant differences
between context levels and indicated that the female coach
also dealt with her team as a unit (Table 2) .
Although few differences were evident at the context
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Ievel, significant differences-occurred in the players'
Iearner involvement levels. TabIe I revealed substantial
differences between the ALT-PE of high- and low-skilled male
, Iacrosse players. Low-skiIled males were appropriately
engaged less often (24.28* versus 38.38t), and they'accrued
more motor inappropriate behavior (20.45t versus 13.37t) ' In
addition, Iow-skilted males waited ne-arly three times as much
as the high-skilled players (9.27 t versus 3.4I8 ) . For both
the context and learner involvement levels, the female
players' data reflected the same relationships between high-
and I0w-skiIled athletes that were evident for the male
Iacrosseteam(Table2).High-skilledfemaleplayerswere
engaged in more motor appropriate behavior (33.65t versus
2L.4zl, while Iow-skilled players accrued more motor
inappropriate time (L5.722 versus L-I.I5t). Low-skilled
females waited twice as much (9.40t versus 4.65t) as their
high-skilled teammates. The findings indicated that the male
and female coaches treated their high- and low-skilled
players differentlY.
There are two plausible explanations for the low-skilled
male and female players' accruaL. of less ALT-PE during
practice. It is possible that the Iong periods of waiting may
be responsible for the low-skiIled players' Iower IeveIs of
success (motor appropriate and motor inappropriate times).
Because they waited more, Iow-skilled male and female players
probably received less trials during skill-related activities,
and, therefore, they received fewer opportunities to improve
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their skills. Thls would account for their lower ALT-PE
Ievels and motor-engaged times. Another possible explanation
for these results is directly related to the ability levels
of the high-skilled players. Since high-skilled male and
female players were, by definition, more skilled, it is
logical that they would be more successful than low-skilled
players (as evidenced by theiir higher ALT-PE levels)' It may
be reasoned that the coaches designed their practices with
their high-skilled players in mind. If the coachbs geared
their practice activities toward their high-skilled athletes,
or "startersr,'the results found in Tables l and 2 are
predictable.
When the .data f or males and f emales \'rere compared (Tables
3 and 4l , the context levels, especially the percentages for
general content, subject matter knowledge, and subject matter
motor, !{ere similar. It seems remarkable that two coaches
would conduct such similar practice sessions on a regular
basis. Both coaches devoted about 608 of their practice time
to motor activity. Both coaches spent 168 of their time in
subject matter knowledge and about 26* of the time in general
content activity. Both groups of players spent about 88 of
their time in transition (organizing and moving from place
to place ) . Approximatety 50t of 'the practice time was
devoted to scrimmage and skill practice for both teams ' The
Iargest differences at the context. Ievel were in accrued time
during sl<i1l practice and game play; Ma1es accrued about 8t
moretimein.gamep}ayandapproximately5.5tlesstimein
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skill practice activity. The'male coach allowed his players
to compete or Scrimmage without his intervention more than
the female coach. The female coach utilized more drills than
the male coach.
The reasons for such similarities between coaches I
practice sessions may only be speculated. Lacrosse is a
unique geime, if only f or the rea'sons that it is played by
relatively few people in very few parts of the country.
Perhaps the similarities between the male.and the female
coaches arose from a common coaching philosophy which has
traditionally been associated with the sport of lacrosse.
Perhaps the techniques used by the coaches were developed in
the same area or by the same people. It is likely that two
individuals,.coaching at the same institution, might employ
similar methods.
Another fact.or, which may have resulted in the coaches'
devoting similar amounts of time to subject matter knowledge,
is the inclement weather with which aII spring coaches in the
central New York area must deal-. Perhaps the male and female
coaches in this study spent time relating knowledge to their
players in classrooms or other indoor settings and designed
their outdoor practices to take advantage of the good weather.
This would account for the little time spent in the discussion
of strategies r. techniques , and ruIes.
The findings for high-skilled players (Table 3 ) and low-
skilled players (Table 4) indicated significant differences
existed at the Iearner involvement IeveIs. These results
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revealed that high-skilled male lacrosse players accrued more
motor-engaged time than high-skiIIed females (5f.988 versus
46.05E). MaIe players at the low-skilled level were also
more motor-engaged than their female counterparts (45.7It
versus 40.4It ) . A possible explanation for the males' higher
levels prevailed in the male coachrs practice Strategy. The
male coach allowed his high- and Iow-skilIed players to
compete or participate in game play on their own much more
than did the female coach (approximately I0B versus
approximately 2%). This could account for the higher motor-
engaged levels of the male players.
At the Iearner involvement Ievel, high-skiIled male
lacrosse players were more successful (ALT-PE) than high-
skill-ed females ( 38.38t versus 33.65E ) . Low-skiIled male
players were also more successful than their female counter-
parts (24.282 versus 2L.4L*1. One possible explanation for
these results was the different lacrosse sticks used by male
and female lacrosse players. MaIe players' Iacrosse sticks
are able to be shaped so that a "pocket" can be formed which
wiII keep the ball stationary and provide better control.
Fema1e players' lacrosse sticks, on the other handr dr€ often
made of materials which are Iess conducive to good ball
control. AIso, it is iIlegal for females' Iacrosse sticks to
have a "pocket" thus effective baII control is more difficult
to achieve for female Iacrosse players. Because of these
differences in equipment female Iacrosse players might drop
balls more or miss more passes than male Iacrosse players.
This could explain the high- and low-skiIled females' Iower
success levels.
The original ALT-PE instrument of siedentop, Birdwell,
and Metzler 1L979) has been used in nearly aII of the ALT-PE
studies to date. The revj-sed ALT-PE instrument of Siedentop,
Tousignant, and Parker (L9821', which was utilized in this
study, is similar to the original system in many ways.
However, because of Some changes in categories and major
subdivisions direct comparisons between this study and
studies using the original instrument should be made prudently.
With this in mind, the remainder of this chapter will'discuss
this investigation's results in comparison to the findings
of related studies.
Shute, Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverman (1982)
described ALT-PE levels in one instructor's elementary
physical education classes. Two of the variables examined
were the sex of the children and their skill levels. Shute
et aI. (1982) found no slgnificant differences in the
instructorrs treatment of the boys and girls based on Sex or
different ability leve1s. These results were in partial
agreement with those of the present study. Although few
differences existed between the ALT-PE levels of males and
females, there were significant differences between the
ALT-PE of players of different abilities
Metzler ( IgSl ) examined the ALT-PE of college students
in physical education settings. An average of 458 ALT-PE was
accrued by the students. This indicated both high levels of
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involvement and success. These results !,rere very similar to
the ALT-PE experienced by the high- and low-skiIled male
lacrosse players in this investigation (51.98t versus 45.7It).
AIso, high- and low-skilled female players accrued similar
amounts of ALT-PE (46.05t versus 40.41t) - The large
percentages obtained for ALT-PE indicated high levels of
involvement and success on the part of college-aged
individuals.
l"letzler (I9BOb) and Rate (198I) observed the ALT-PE
Ievels associated with different sports activities. Metzler
(I9BOb) found that volleyball.and soccer activities exhibited
the highest ALT-PE percentages (59.42 and 40.38, respectively)
The task demands of Iacrosse are similar to those of soccer.
Thus, similar levels of ALT-PE could be expected to be
associated with lacrosse and soccer; The percentages for
ALT-PE found in this investigation lrrere similar to the ALT-PE
percentages reported by Metzler for soccer
Rate (1981) observed the ALT-PE of athletes while they
were practicing basketball, wrestling, gymnastics, tennis,
and basebaII. Results indicated that approximately 908 of
the practice time was spent in content-PE. The average
amount of ALT-PE for aII sports was 49.38. Although the
revised ALT-PE system did not have a category for content-PE,
the percentages obtained for subject matter knowledge and
subject matter motor in this investigation may be combined to
provide an estimate of the time spent in content-PE activities -
Both the male and female Iacrosse teams spent approximately
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752 of their time in content-PE or lacrosse-related
activities. This was less than the 908 reported by Rate.
However, the average ALT-PE experienced by players in this
investigation was 46.03t. This compared favorably with the
average ALT-PE of 49.3t reported by Rate.
Pieron (L982) and Galli (L982) employed ALT-PE to study
the effects of teacher/coach expectations on Iearner
involvement levels. Pieron (L982 ) found that high-achievers
accrued significantly greater amounts of ALT-PE than did low-
achievers when observed in gymnastics and volleyball
activities. As indicated by Tables I and 2 | both male and
female high-skilled lacrosse players accrued substantially
more ALT-pE than did their low-skiIIed teammates. The results
of the present investigation were congruent with'the findings
of pieron ( 1982 ) .
Galli ( 1982 ) conducted the only study to date which
examined the ALT-PE of high- and low-skilled athletes. His
results indicated that the low-skilled player accrued Iess
ALT-PE than the high-skilled player and spent much more time
waiting to participate. These results were in agreement with
those of the present investigation-
The results of this investigation can also be compared
to those of Hoffman (198I) who used the Dyadic Adaptation of
Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System
(DAC) to analyze coaches' interactions with their athletes of
different abilities. Hoffman utilized the same population as
the current investigator, and data for both studies were
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collected under the same circumstances. Even though many
Iikenesses existr ro direct relationshi'ps can be established
between Hoffman and the present investigation because of the
use of different observation instruments. Hoffman 'found that
the male and the female coaches interacted differently with
their athletes of different abilities. The male and female
coaches were both supportive and informative in their
interactions with their high-skilled players. The male coach
tended to be more critical of, gave more directions to, and
asked more questions of his low-skilled players than of his
high-skilled players. The female coach tended to be Iess
critical with her low-skilled players. The findings of the
present study paralleled Hoffman's results in the fact that
players labeled high-skiIled by their coaches appeared to
enjoy more advantageous conditions than their low-skiIIed
teammates. Hoffman found that the high-skilled players
received more support and information from their coaches.
The results of the present study indicated that high-skiIled
players experienced more motor involvement, were more
successful, and had to wait less than their low-skilled
teammates. In both cases the coaches favored their high-
skilted athletes, either through their interactions with them.
or the opportunities they provided for them during practice
sessions.
Boyes ( I98I ) used DAC to observe the interaction patterns
of college football coaches with their starting and their
non-starting players. Results indicated only minor differences
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in coaches' behaviors toward athletes of different abilities.
Since only minor differences were found, few similarities
existed between Boyes (I98I) and the present investigation'
very few differences were found in the context levels
of the high- and low-skiIled male and female lacrosse players.
This may be attributed to the coaching methods of the male
and female coaches. Most of the significant differences
between high- and low-skilIed male and female collegiate
Iacrosse players existed at the Iearner involvement IeveI.
These results led to the reiection of all four major
hypotheses.
A number of possible explanations for trends in the data
existed. Th" fact that the male and female coaches conducted
similar practice sessions may be explained by common coaching
philosophies and the need to make full use of outdoor
facilities whenever possible because of inclement weather.
The high-skiIled players were more involved and experienced
greater Success during practices. The low-skil]ed players'
Iow success levels (ALT-PE) may be related to the fact that
they waited more. WhiIe waiting, low-skilled male and female
players received less trials and, therefore, received fewer
opportunities to improve their skills. It was likely that the
superior ability of the high-skiIIed athletes contributed to
their successful skil1 performance.
Males of both abilities were motor-engaged more than
females of similar ability levels. These results might be
????????――?
?
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explained by the male coach's use of more game play. The
higher success levels (ALT-PE) of high- and low-skiIled male
players might be attributed to the males' use of lacrosse
sticks which allowed better balI control.
The findings of this investigation $rere congruent with
the findings of other researchers (Galli, L982; Hoffman, 1981;
Ivletzler, IgBOb; MetzIer, l98I; Pieron , L982i Rate, 1981;
Shute et aI., I9B2). The results of this investigation
supported the contention that coaches treat individuals
differently based on their skiII abilities.
|
Chapter 5
i sulIMARy, CoNCLUSIONS, AND RECOI4MENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summarv
The purpose of this investigation was to observe the
Academic Learning Time-PhysicaI Education (ALT-PE) of high-
and low-skiIled male and female collegiate varsity lacrosse
players. Forty varsity lacrosse players, 20 male and 20
female, dt the same central New York college, served as
subjects. The players' coaches, one male and one female, gave
the investigator permission to videotape their teams'
practice sessions IO times during the course of Lhe 1981
" season. Following thg season, each coach ranked his/her
players from high to low according to overall playing ability.
The top I0'ranked players and bottom Io ranked players were
selected for participation in this study. The 20 videotapes
of,the practice sessions were coded using the revised
Academic Learning Time-Physica1 Education instrument of
Siedentop, Tousignant, and Parker (I982). Three target
players were randomly 
,selected ciuring each practice session
to represent each group of subjects: high-skiIled males, Iow-
skilled maIes, high-skilled females, and low-skiIled females-
The ALT-PE data were manually scored and percentages
calculated for each ALT-PE category. Descriptive statistics
were used to analYze the data.
Visual inspection of data revealed few differences in
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the context levels of high- and low-skiIled male and female
collegiate lacrosse players. However, significant differences
were evident in the learner involvement leveIs. High-skilled
male and female players were motor-engaged more, accrued more
ALT-PE, spent less time inappropriately engaged, and waited
much less than their low-skilled teammates ( see Tables I and
2l . High-skilled male players were on task less, motor-
engaged more, and accrued more ALT-PE than the high-skilIed
females ( see Table 3 ) . Low-skilled male players were motor-
engaged more, received less information, accrued more ALT-PEt
and spent less time inappropriately engaged than the low-
skilled female players ( see Table 4 ) .
The following hypotheses were rejected:
I. There would be no significant difference between the
ALT-PE of high-skiIled male and low-skiIled male collegiate
Iacrosse players.
Z. There would be no significant difference between the
ALT-pE of high-skiIled female and low-skiIled fbmale
collegiate lacrosse PlaYers
3. There would be no significant difference between the
ALT-PE of high-skiIIed male and high-skillgd female collegiate
Iacrosse players.
4. There would be no significant difference between the
ALT-PE of low-skilled male and low-skilled female collegiate
Iacrosse players.
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Conclusions
The findings of this study led to the following
conclusions concerning the ALT-PE accrued by high- and low-
skilled male and female collegiate Iacrosse players:
I. High-skilled male and female lacrosse players had
opportunity to actively perform lacrosse skiIIs than
their low-skilled teammates.
2. High-skilled male'and female lacrosse players were
more successful and effective (ALT-PE) in performing lacrosse
' skiIIs than their Iow-sk1lled teammates-
3. High- and low-skilled males spent much more time in
game play than high- and low-skiIIed female players.
4. Low-skilled males and females spent more time waiting
for their turn to participate than their high-skiIled
counterparts.
5. WhiIe practicing, Iow-skiIled male and female
players were Iess successful in performing the Iacrosse skiIIs
compared to their high-skilled teammates.
6. High- and 1ow-skilled male lacrosse players spent
more time actively participating during practices than the
high- and low-skiIled female players-
7. High- and low-skilled male Iacrosse players were
more successful and effective in performing lacrosse skills
than high- and tow-skilled female pl.ayers-
8. Both the male and female coaches treated their high-
and low-skilled players differently.
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g. Overa1l, the male and female coaches tended to
organize their practices similarlY, devoting approximately
the same amount of time to general activities, to relating
knowledge about lacrosse, and to motor activity.
Recommendations for Further Studv
The following recommendations are suggested for further
study:
I. Follow-up studies that would examine the effects of
intervention on lacrosse players' ALT-PE.
2. Follow-up studies that would examine the effects of
instruction and supervision in interaction analysis on the
ALT-PE of lacrosse'PlaYers -
3. A study to determine if the ALT-PE of high- and low-
skilled lacrosse players altered during the'course of a season.
4. A study to determine if the players of successful and
less successful coaches have different amounts of ALT-PE in
practice.
Appendttx A
工NFORMED CONSENT FORM
COACHIS COPY
The purpose of thiS investigation is to observe the
Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) of high-
and low-skilled lacrosse players. ALT-PE is that portion of
practice that the lacrosse players spend in motor activity
that is appropriate for their skilI Level.
The subjects are 40 collegiate lacrosse players, 20 male
and 20 female. Subjects wiII be videotaped'for I0 entire
practice sessions during the course of the l9B1 Iacrosse
season. The coach will be asked to wear a wireless microphone
and wiII be filmed from an observation tower. The normaf
I actions of the players and their coach wiII not be interrupted-
The videotapes will be coded using the ALT-PE instrument. At
the end of'the season the coach will be asked to rank his/her
players from high to low according to overall playing ability.
It is assured that the names in this study rvilI be kept
strictly confidential. Taping is solely for the purpose of
this study and the tapes wiII only be available to the
r6searcher and the coaches involved. If you do not have any
questions, and you are willing to participate in this
investigation, please sign your name in the Space below.
Thank you.
Signature
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Date
Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
ATHLETE I S COPY
The study in which you are asked to participate is
observing the Academic Learning Time-PhysicaI Education
(ALT-PE) of collegiate lacrosse players. You will be video-
taped IO times during the 198I season. The videotaping will
in no way interfere with your normal actions.
It is assured that the names in this study wiII be kept
strictly confidential. If you do not have any guestions and
ycu are willing to participate in this study, please sign
your name below. Thank You.
Signature Date
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THE ALT-PE CATEGORIESI
' Context Level
General Content Cateqories--refers to class time when students
are not intended to be involved in physical education
activities.
Transition (T). Time devoted to managerial and
organizational activities related to instruction such as
team selection, changing equipment, moving from one
Space to another, changing stations, teacher explanation
of an organizational arrangement, and changing activities
within a lesson.
Manaqement (M). Time devoted to class business that is
unrelated to instructional activity such as taking
attendance, discussing a field trip, Iecturing about
appropriate behavior in the gymnasium, or collecting
money for the yearbook.
Break (B). Time devoted to rest and/or discussion of
nonsubject matter related issues such as getting a drink
of water, talking about last night's baII gamer telling
jokes, celebrating the birthday of a class member, or
discussing the results of a student election-
Warm Up (WU). Time devoted to routine execution of
physical activities whose purpose is to prepare the
individual for engaging in further activity, but not
designed to alter the state of the individual on a' long
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General Content Cateqories (continued)
term basis', such as a period of light exercises to begin
a class, stretching exercises prior to a lesson, or'a
cooling down activity to terminate a lesson.
Subiect Matter Knowledqe Cateqories--refers to class time
when the primary focus is on knowledge related to
, 
physical education content-
, Technique (TN). Time devoted to transmitting information
concerning.the physical form (topography) of a motor
skiIl such as listening to a Iecture, watching a
demonstration, or watching a film-
Strateqv (ST). Time devoted to transmitting information
concerning plans of action for performing either
individualty or as a group such as explanation of a zone
defense, demonstratibn of an individual move, or
discussion of how best to move the ball down a field.
RuIes (R). Time devoted to transmitting information
about regulations which govern activity related to the
subject matter such as explanation of the rules of a
game, demonstration of a specific rule violation, or
viewing a film depicting the rules of volleyball ( time
devoted to transmitting information about rules
governing general student behaVior in physical education
are coded management).
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Subiect tlatter Knowledqe Cateqories (continued)
Social Behavior (SB).  Time devoted to transmitting
information about appropriate and inappropriate ways of
behaving within the context of the activity such as
explanation of what constitutes sportsmanship in Soccer,
discussion of the ethics of reporting one's own violations
in a game t ot explanations of proper ways to respond to
officials in a game.
Backqround (BK). Time devoted to transmitting information
about a subj ect matter activity such as its history,
traditions, rituals, heroes, heroines, records, importance
in later life, or relationship to fitness-
Subiect Matter Mo,tor Cateqories--refers to class time when
the primary focus is on motor involvement in physical
education activities.
SkiII Practice (P). Time devoted to practice of skills
or chains of skills outside the applied context with the
primary goal of skill development, such as a circle drill
in passing a volleyball, one against one practice of
dribbling a basketball, exploration of movement forms,
practicing the Schottische stepr or practicing a
particular skilI on a balance beam.
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Subiect Matter Motor Cateqories (continued)
Scrimmaqe/routine ( S ) . Time devoted to refinement and
extension of skills in an applied setting ( in a setting
which is like or simulates the setting in which the skill
is actually used) and during which there is frequent
instruction and feedback for the participants--such as,
a half court five on five basketball activity, the
practice of a complete free exercise routine, six against
six volleyball (aII with instructions, suggestions, and
feedback during the scrimmage ) .
Game (G). Time devoted to the application of skills in a
game or competitive setting when the participants perform
without intervention from the instructor/coach--such as
a volleyball game, a complete balance beam routine, the
performance of a folk dancer oI running a half-mile race.
Fitness (F). Time devoted to activities whose major
purpose is to alter the physical state of the individual
in terms of strength, cardiovascular endurance, or
flexibility such as aerobic dance, distance running,
weight lifting, or agility training (the activities
should be of sufficient intensity, freguency, and duration
=" 
:= 
to alter the state of the individual ) .
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Learner Involvement Leve1
Not l,lotor Enqaqed cateqories--refers to all involvement other
than motor involvement with subject matter oriented
motor activities.
Interim ( I ) . The student is engaged in a noninstructional
aspect of an ongoing activity such as retrieving balIs,
fixing equipment, retrieving arrows, or changing sides
of a court in a tennis match.
Waitinq (W). Student has completed a task and is
awaiting the next instructions or opportunity to respond
such as waiting in line for a turn, having arrived at an
assigned space waiting for the next teacher direction,
standing on'a sideline waiting to get in a gamer or
having organized into the appropriate formation waiting
for an activitY to begin.
Off-task (OF). The student is either not engaged in an
activity he/she should be engaged in or is engaged in
activity other than the one he/she should be engaged in--
behavior disruptions, misbehavior, and general off-task
behavior, such as talking when a teacher is explaining a
skiII, misusing equipment, f,ooling around, fighting,
disrupting a drilI through inappropriate behavior.
On-task (ON). The student is appropriately engaged
carrying out an assigned non-subject matter task (a
management taskr -a transition task, a warm up task) such
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Not Motor Enqaqed Cateqories (continued)
as moving into squads, helping to place equipnient,
counting off, doing warm up exercises, or moving from
the gym to a PIaYing field.
Coqnitive(C).Thestudentisappropriatelyinvolvedin
a cognitive task such as listening to a teacher describe
a game, Iistening to verbal instructions about how to
organize, watching a demonstration, participating in a
discussion or watching a film.
l,lotor Enqaqed Cateqories--refers to motor involvement with
subject matter oriented motor activities.
tlotor appropriate (MA). The student is engaged in a
subject matter motor activity'in such a way as to produce
a high degree of success.
Motor inappropriate (MI). The student is engaged in a
subject matter oriented motoi activity but the activity-
task is either too difficult for the individual's
capabilities or the task is so easy that practicing it
could not contribute to lesson goaIs.
Supportinq (MS). The student is engaged in subject matter
motor activity the purpose of which is to assist others
Iearn or perform the activity such as spotting in
gymnastics, feeding batls to a hitter in a tennis lesson,
throwing a volleyball to a partner who is practicing
set up passing, or,clapping a rhythm for a group of
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Motor Enqaqed Cateqories ( continued )
students who are practicing a movement.
Icit"d from Siedentop, Tousignant, and Parker (Lg82l
pp. II-I5).
Appendix D
INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT PERCENTAGES FOR
FOUR RANDOMLY SELECTED VIDEOTAPES
Tape I Tape 2 Tape 3 Tape 4
GENERAL CONTENT
Trans■tion
Management
Break
Warm Up
SUB」ECT MATTER KNOWLEDGE
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Soc■al Behav■or
Background
SUB」ECT MATTER MOTOR
Skill Practice
Scrimmage/Routine
Came
FitneSS
94。0
93。1
100。 0
90.3
89.2
100。0
87.6
90.0
91.6
93.2
92。3
100.0
94。3
92。3
88。9
90。9
89。8
91。6
88.8
92.8
89。2
88.2
88。2
88。1
92。8
93.7
93.3
92.3
100。0
97.1
92。4
88.6
93。9
93.0
92。5
93.9
87.9
87.7
88。4
95。0
94.2
93.5
95。5
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Tape I Tape 2 Tape 3 Tape 4
NOT.MOTOR ENGAGED
Interim
Waiting
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
MOTOR ENGAGED
Motor Appropriate
Motor Inappropriate
Supporting
96。2
100。0
93.1
100。0
91.7
96。8
95.7
95.3
96.5
87。5
100。0
88。8
100.0
87.0
87.3
91.5
92.1
89.3
100.0
96.7
100。0
97.4
100。0
98.1
95。3
90。6
91.3
89.6
97。2
100。0
92。5
98。3
98。7
93.4
93。2
93。4
＼
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